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5B060100,5B010900 - Mathematics
License: AB №01374408
Duration of education: 4 years
Level of education: Higher education
The objects of professional graduate services: 
schools, lyceums, colleges, research institutes, 
commercial establishments
Types of professional services: math teacher, 
scientist, mathematician - programmer, 
mathematician - economist



According to the requirements of the 
examinations which is approved by the  
chairman of the selection committee for 
admission to the profession 5B010900-
mathematics, 5B061000- mathematics 
applicants are selected based on the results of 
creative exam.

Admission to learning



Our faculty 

* профессор, 
* к.ф.-м.н.

Кулекеев Кеңес 
Дүйсенбекович

* доцент,.к.н.тех.н
Асибеков Аким 

Жайлауович 

* профессор, 
* д.ф.-м.н.

Калимбетов 
Бурхан 

Тешебаевич

* профессор, 
* д.ф.-м.н.

Турметов 
Батирхан 

Худайбергенович

* Доцент, 
* к.ф.-м.н.

Назарова 
Кулзина 

Жаркынбековна 

* Доцент,.
* к.н.тех.н
Кошанова Майра 

Данебековна 

* к.ф.-м.н.
Усманов Кайрат 

Ыдырысович 

* к.ф.-м.н.
Нурманов Омар 



 In the 2015-2016 school year by the program of 
academic exchange in the period from 15/09/2015 
to 01/30/2016 the following students were 
educated for one academic period at the Turkish 
universities for improving  the quality of higher 
education, for developing academic mobility and 
joint training of teachers and students:

 Erciyes university:

JMA-311 Musakhan Nurken Parsahanuly

 Hacettepe university:

JMA-211 Ismatullaeva Gulsum Hudaybergenovna

JMA-311 Kulakhmetova Shahista Bahramkyzy

 Usak university:

JMK-411 Hashimova Dinara Abdinabieva



Mathematics Faculty and Staff



By the program of academic mobility in the period from 
22.09.2014 to 10/03/2014 Professor Prof. Sergey Cherniy
from the Novosibirsk State University delivered lectures 
for masters and doctoral students.
According to the program of academic mobility from
11/02/2015 to  11/14/2015 associate professor Dursun
Soylu and associate professor Tolga Guyer from Gazi
University (Turkey), taught courses on program Solid 
Works for 3rd year student  of speciality 5B010900-
mathematics and  for students of 1-2 courses of 
speciality 5B010900- mathematics respectively.



A photo with professor of Novosibirsk State University S.G.Cherniy , 
who has taught under the academic mobility program.



*



Meeting with M. Otelbaev


